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Publish…

or perish!

Today’s theme: How can individual scholars and groups maximise 
the chances of getting their work published without compromising…?



without compromising?

• You should not need to pay extortionate fees to predatory journals (which 
will often anyway not be listed among those recognised for institutional review)

• You should not need to compromise your principles - there is an ethical 
imperative for honesty in academic matters

• You should not need to give up your dreams - a scholar should have academic 
freedom to follow their interests (up to a point!)



An assumption…
(that we will all agree to)

• Whilst the scholar should seek to maximise 
their chances of publication in prestigious 
journals…

• …this is always done with absolute regard for 
high academic standards

• ethical dealings with potential and actual 
research participants

• fair and respectful behaviour within research 
collaborations

• every effort to offer honest and full 
reporting 

https://science-education-research.com/academic-standards/
https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/research-ethics/


Key message:
Success in publication is only partially about 

the writing
Successful publication depends upon:

• good quality (often English) writing

• matching work to outlet (choice of journal for a particular 
study)

• execution of study (data collection, data analysis)

• design of study (methodology, choice of techniques, 
sampling…)

• conceptualisation of study (e.g., choice and justification of a 
research question)

• so perhaps location of a study in a research programme



How do (quality) research 
journals usually work?

(initial submission stage)

• Initial screening - a decision whether to 
reject or send for peer review (may be 
made by an editor or an administrator)

• Peer review - evaluation by two or more 
scholars in the field of the journal selected 
(usually) by an editor

• Editorial decision, e.g. - reject; reject by 
invite resubmission; send for major or 
minor revisions; (accept)

https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/publishing-research/submitting-to-a-research-journal/


3 core journal criteria
remit - journal’s field of 
interest

quality - only high quality 
work will be published 

novelty - only ‘original’ 
work will be published

usually tested at editorial 
screening

often subject to editorial 
screening, then peer review

evaluated in peer review

https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/publishing-research/peer-review/


Selecting a journal
• Scope

• breadth vs. specialism

• (word limits?)

• Publication model

• access vs. cost; hard copy; speed

• Journal quality

• (Contingency?) ?‘do not put all your eggs in one basket’

https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/publishing-research/selecting-a-research-journal/


Advance planning
• authorship issues should have been 

discussed earlier in the project

• identify intended outputs before 
writing 

• consider journal instructions before 
setting out to write

https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/authorship/
https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/publishing-research/preparing-a-manuscript-for-submission/


Quality of the work?

Research coherence

A well-planned study can be well or 
poorly reported…

…but a poorly planned study 
will not lead to a good 

research report
From
Taber 2013

https://science-education-research.com/publications/books/classroom-based-research-and-evidence-based-practice/


Quality of the work?

Conceptualisation

A well-conceptualised study can be 
well or poorly executed…

…but a poorly conceptualised 
study is unlikely to provide 

useful outcomes

From
Taber, 2014

https://science-education-research.com/publications/handbooks-and-reference-works/methodological-issues-in-science-education-research/


Quality: 
role of research 

questions

https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/research-design/research-questions/
https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/research-design/research-questions/analysing-research-questions/


Quality of the work?
the ‘language game’

the genre of a research report is not a 
personal account

but an argument supporting a 
specific knowledge claim

(Honest, but focused)

From
Taber 2013

https://science-education-research.com/publications/books/classroom-based-research-and-evidence-based-practice/
https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/publishing-research/the-research-paper-as-argument/


https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/research-writing/
https://science-education-research.com/publications/books/classroom-based-research-and-evidence-based-practice/


Novelty?
potential impact on the field - going beyond 
existing studies

this may mean extending the range of 
application into a new context (a different age 
group, a different curriculum area, a different 
culture…)

linking features of the novel context to the 
findings

not simply saying, e.g.,

“it has never been studied before with 10 
year olds studying fractions in SMK Taman 
Selesa Jaya 2 on a rainy Wednesday 
afternoon in June…”

theoretical?

methodological?

new findings?

bold 
conjectures
preferred!

https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/research-design/rhetorical-research/
https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/research-design/replication-studies/


Research programmes

Working within a research programme allows

• developing knowledge of a field/topic

• developing expertise in a methodology/specialised techniques

• therefore increasing research effectiveness as building on 
previous experience

• developing a reputation (invitations to talk/write/review; 
applications from research students, …)

https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/research-programmes/


English!
imprecise or unclear language

• obscures meaning

• prevents accurate evaluation of quality work

• often gives an impression of muddled or illogical thinking

• leads to rejection in editorial screening and/or after peer review

Getting the language polished is worth time and effort (and, if 
needed*, expense?)

* but using professional services may be avoided…

XXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXX



Pre-submission review

Strategies for improving language and quality of reports

• institutional level - identify expert English speakers/
writers, build up a pool offering internal evaluation (but 
this must be recognised in workloads)*; provide research 
mentorship for less experienced researchers

• research group - policies for (critical) reviewing all 
writing within the group

• individual scholar - pairing with a ‘buddy’ as a critical 
friend - a reciprocal arrangement



Responding to decisions
What is the decision?

• minor revisions/major revisions/resubmission?

How important is getting the work in THIS journal?

How feasible are the changes requested?

How much work is involved in the changes recommended?

Would any of the changes

make you uncomfortable? 

diminish the work?

appreciate the differences: inferences? circumstances? 

https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/publishing-research/responding-to-an-editorial-decision/
https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/publishing-research/responding-to-an-editorial-decision/


RevisionsEditors and reviewers are supported in evaluating 
revisions by:

• tracking (use tracking even when not requested)

• the response document

• explicitly address every point in referee reports/
decision matters

• any rejection of a recommendation needs to be 
carefully argued

• say exactly how you have responded to each 
point (and, if not obvious, why you have 
responded that way) and where in the MS

• consider using a table with each new point to 
be addressed starting a new row - both as a 
working document, and when tidied as a basis 
for the response

https://science-education-research.com/research-methodology/publishing-research/responding-to-an-editorial-decision/


In conclusion
Treat writing and submitting as part of the overall research 

process - kept in mind at all stages

Flaws in writing can be ironed out: but flaws in the work being 
reported cannot be corrected when reporting (so planning the 

study is critical for a strong research report!)

Investigate target journals carefully prior to writing - and write 
with a journal in mind (but preferably with back-up options)

Take time to review, seek advice (developing reciprocal 
arrangements and support networks), refine… before 

submission

Respond to journal requests for revisions in a systematic and 
measured manner



Thank you
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